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NEO MORETON
EXPLORING SURPRISINGLY SIMPLE
WAYS TO INSPIRE GENUINE
PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL
TRANSFORMATION.

A meditating yogi with a law degree, British born Neo Moreton’s perspective
is always surprising, hugely engaging and wildly inspiring. The founder of the
BYOND creative collaboration for leaders programme, he loves facilitating
deep human-to-human connections that elevate humanity by accessing
the wisdom within.
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Neo founded BYOND to fuse the worlds of creative leadership and inner wisdom.
After daily encounters with people lacking authentic connections, craving creative
nourishment and longing for purpose, he now invites everyone to go BYOND in
order to achieve both personal and professional transformation and bring work
back to life.
Neo graduated from Law School in the mid 90s and flung himself straight on the
dotcom rollercoaster. But after an abrupt wake-up call on 9/11, he quit the
internet gold-rush and chose to put people before profit.
Educated at Columbia Business School (NY) & IE Business School (Madrid) &
THNK School for Creative Leadership (Amsterdam), Neo is the Founder of
Stockholm’s Urban OM Centre for Yoga & Meditation and Co-Founder of the New
York charity Reach Within.
Today Neo shares the core BYOND methodology in a series of talks:

Re-programming the Business Paradigm
If most leadership training is a software upgrade, BYOND is a complete OS
overhaul. This bitesized BYOND experience (1.5-2 hours talk with experiential
exercise / full day programme) dives into the very concept of creative leadership,
the power of collaboration and how shifting the current paradigm is crucial in
sustaining the future of business.
Looking for truth? Search yourself, not Google
What if the answers to life’s biggest questions are closer than we think? Explore
the tantalising concept that personal connections are the key to unlocking
valuable insight.
Get real
Honesty. Authenticity. Easy to talk about but harder to put into practice. This
provoking talk reveals how daring to be real is a powerful catalyst for personal
and professional transformation.
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Can tech make us more human?
In a world of AI and VR, can technology make us more real? Explore the cloud,
crowd-sourced wisdom and how tomorrow’s tech might just put an end to stupid
decision-making.
Wisdompedia
We’re used to having unlimited information at our fingertips. But can you imagine
an open source where questions are more powerful than answers?
Bringing work back to life
What if work could be a transformative platform for deep personal development?
An inspiring and thought-provoking intro to the core principles of BYOND
methodology.

To book Neo to speak at your event, fire an email to
hello@byond.se or call +46 708 444688

More about Neo Moreton:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/neo-satyam-moreton-2632a04/
Neo is a Law graduate (London) and studied business at Columbia Business
School (NY) & IE Business School (Madrid) & THNK School for Creative Leadership
(Amsterdam). Founder of Urban OM center for yoga & meditation in Stockholm.
Co-Founder of Reach Within charity in New York. Trained as a Yoga Therapist
(IAYT), Osho Therapist (Osho Risk Denmark), Yoga Teacher Trainer (E-RYT 500)
and NLP Practitioner (London).
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